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Goals OutcomesStrategies

People understand the value of  
and share ownership in the public realm

People sense that the public realm is  
open and accessible to them

Stronger Metro commitment to investing  
in the public realm with public art

Public places have a visually enhanced appearance

Stronger developer commitment  
to investing in public art

Include public art professionals in  
dialogue about Nashville’s public realm

Participate in public realm planning  
led by other Metro agencies

Develop strategies for artist-led civic  
engagement in planning projects

Strengthen Metro’s approach to encourage  
private developers to include public art 

Support creative placemaking efforts by  
Metro Nashville agencies and others 

Commission projects that enhance the  
public realm’s appearance and function

Public art supports  
neighborhood revitalization efforts

Public art fosters the creation of  
community gathering places

Public art supports  
neighborhood identity and pride

People have new opportunities for  
creative activity in neighborhoods

Include public art strategies in neighborhood 
planning and reinvestment processes

Commission projects that  
strengthen gathering places

Commission projects that tell community stories

Commission projects that catalyze  
creative activity in neighborhoods

A wider variety of artists have access  
to create successful public art projects

People have regular encounters with and 
participation in public art projects

People encounter public art in their everyday lives,  
in places familiar to them and on their  

own terms, without making a special effort  
to seek out arts and culture 

Public art makes visible narratives not widely known, 
making them part of the civic consciousness

Public art makes visible narratives  
shared across the community,  

strengthening cultural and civic connections

The public has a broader  
understanding of the program

More organizations have the capacity and  
mission to initiate and develop public art

More artists and creative industries  
are able to create successful public art

DEEPER CIVIC AND  
CULTURAL 

PARTICIPATION

STRONGER PUBLIC  
ART ECOSYSTEM

VIBRANT, CREATIVE 
NEIGHBORHOODS

VITAL PUBLIC REALM

Reduce barriers to participation for artists

Reduce barriers to participation for project partners

Organize projects related to issues of concern  
to communities and organizations with  

which the program is collaborating

Develop projects that allow for co-creation  
in the direction of the project

Disperse public art projects more equitably 

Make information about public art  
available to people in every community

Encourage businesses and nonprofits  
to provide more public art opportunities 

Organize training for local artists,  
educators and arts professionals

Offer opportunities geared toward  
local artists and creative industries

Foster public discourse about  
new directions in public art

Vision Every Nashvillian experiences a creative city
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